Does the amygdala modulate adaptation to repeated stress?
Exposure of the rat to restraint results in activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, a characteristic pattern of c-fos expression in the brain and increased cardiovascular function. These responses adapt with repeated exposure of an individual to the same stress. Corticosterone secretion habituates, and c-fos mRNA expression in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) decreases. The increased expression of corticotropin releasing hormone mRNA in the PVN also becomes less prominent, whereas vasopressin mRNA progressively increases. The neural mechanisms responsible for this adaptation remain obscure. Because of its role in conditioned learning, we have hypothesised that the amygdala might be involved in this adaptive process. Here we show that large neurotoxic lesions of the amygdala in male rats do not prevent acute stress activation of the HPA axis following 30 min restraint, whilst more discrete lesions of the central nucleus actually exacerbate the acute response. Rats with large amygdala lesions demonstrate delayed habituation of corticosterone and c-fos to repeated restraint, an affect not apparent with central nucleus lesions. Furthermore we show that neither type of lesion significantly reduced tachycardiac responses to single or repeated restraint as measured by telemetry. We conclude that the amygdala and the central nucleus are not necessary for HPA and cardiovascular activation in response to stress (though the central nucleus may modulate it), and that adaptation to repeated stress is only modestly dependent upon the amygdala.